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Why is it that in Point St. Charles, there are 
so many victories? 
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Presentation Notes
I live in Point St. Charles and have been involved in community and anarchist organizing there since the late 1990s. People are often asking me to explain how it is possible that our neighbourhood manages to win so many battles, even in recent years. How has the Point managed to push back at forces of gentrification in ways that other neighbourhoods have not?This presentation proposes to explain this David-and-Goliath phenomenon as resulting, at least in part, from the direct actions of contemporary commons-communities embedded in historical commons. I will use three examples of contemporary commons – Le Jardin de la liberté (garden of liberty), a community mural and Building 7 – to show how the associated commons-communities are constantly articulating assemblages, or, in other words, bringing into their midst humans and non-human elements that render them more durable, thereby generating power that is sustained over time. 
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A quick word on my conceptual framework.I am part of an every growing network of critical scholars and activist who have been inspired by the work of JK Gibson-Graham. They are feminist geographers who specialise in political economy.Their ideas are based on 30 years of empirical work. They provide us with a vision of postcapitalist politics based on economic self-determination. They have us think about diverse economies and the diversity of economic practices that exist in the here and now, along with a whole slew of strategies to enlarge the spectre of non-capitalist practices.Today I will focus on their ideas with respect to property and its corollary, commons. 



Key concepts

Commons Property Commons 
as process

Commons 
community Assemblage
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Let me present briefly some of the key concepts I am borrowing and adapting from JK Gibson-Graham for this analysis. Commons: A property,  practice, or  knowledge that is shared by a communityProperty: relationships between people with respect to thingsCommons as process: that conflictual relationship amongst humans and between humans and the world in all its diversity with respect to access, use, benefit, care and responsibility of a property, practice or knowledge. Commons community: a community enacting the process of commoning and that is itself constituted by that process.Assemblage: a concept that I will define as we move through the examples.I will use these concepts throughout my presentation and come back to commons community and assemblage at the end. 



A solid infrastructure of commons as « compost » for 
contemporary battles to grow out of…
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As of the 1960s we see the emergence of several commons-communities who actively engage in building a solid infrastructure of commonsSocial housing that represents today 30% of rental housing. A community-run food hub that includes a non-profit grocery store, collective gardens and collective kitchensAutonomous institutions that offer much needed services: in health, education, legal aid and advocacyCollective work and meeting spacesAutonomous political institutions like the concerted-action round table Action-Watchdog



Commons-communities to take care and defend…

Co-optation of 
autonomous

services

Gentrification

Austerity
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Each of these commons has a commons-community to take care of it, to defend it – so whenever there is a threat to the commons, the community is present and ready to act:The State has made many and attempt to integrate our autonomous health and legal services into its public system… to no avail. The forces of gentrification are contained, its ravages lessened.As are some of the attempts to cut funding because of austerity measures. 



Three examples of 
commons in Point St. 
Charles
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So this is the compost out of which grow contemporary commons. Each of the three examples we will be discussing were initiated by La Pointe libertaire, an anarchist collective working toward the self-management of the neighbourhood since 2005.I am a founding member.



before: 
ragweed

Unmanaged publicly-owned property
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We transformed a publicly-owned property that was unmanaged, abandoned and overgrown by ragweed, into a beautiful garden. 



Individually
owned
private
property
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We transformed a stock-corporation-owned viaduct – an 85 meter long grey cement wall located at the heart of the community and that was an eye sore – into a beautiful vibrant mural that shares histories of the neighbourhood.



Private individual property
to collective private

Commoning enclosed property
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The 3rd example is Building 7. For 10 years we were engaged in a battle and we managed to expropriate a 90,000 square foot industrial building on the CN rail yards plus $1 million dollars… from a capitalist developer!Last April the ownership of the property was officially transferred to the non-profit organisation 7 à nous. We opened the first part of the building on May 5th.There is a non-profit member-run grocery store, a worker-run brew pub, a youth-led cooperative arcade, an art school and a whole slew of collaborative workshops including bike and automechanic repair, screenprinting, pottery, digital printing, dark room, co-working space, a metal-working foundry. 



Commons communities
Engage in… intense activity of enrolling, convincing and 
enlisting commoners into durable assemblages
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For each of these initiatives, there is a commons-community that takes care of it.
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The commons community that takes care of the Jardin de la liberté is fluid and ever changing.At the beginning, La Pointe libertaire and our allies did most of the work.Later, as the garden flourished, neighbours started taking care of it.Other actants were also involved… blue collar workers, borough bureaucrats, community organisations, not to mention the plants themselves, insects, rain and sun…
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The mural’s community is much more diversified and a bit more structured, but also changing over time…Again, the first graffiti were done by La Pointe libertaire, but there was also a couple of other residents who took it upon themselves to paint on the viaduct.The community was made more formal, more visible, once the Collectif au pied du mur (at the foot of the wall) was set-up – it regrouped 10 artists from the neighbourhood who had never done a mural before – and ranging from 26 to 72 years of age. 120 volunteers helped paint – neighbours, kids, local artists.The borough council and staff are also part of this community, as they provided scaffolding and funding.The local hardware store was involved by providing a rebate on paint. 
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The commons-community around Building 7 today is so complex and would warrant its own presentation. So let me focus in here on the period before we actually got the keys – during the first moments of the commoning processThe Autonomous social center is one of the key actors in the communityAs is the 7 à nous collective, itself composed of different actorsThe paid workersThe neighbours who come out to the Popular urban planning charettesActivists in our affinity networksThe Mayor, the borough staffThe architects



Ways of commoning, following JKGG
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So let’s just briefly come back to this idea of commons as process. Following the work of JKGG, all types of propoerty can be commoned:We can common enclosed propertyWe can common unmanaged propertyWe can create new commonsThe 3 examples that we are discussing today are about the expansion of commons with, as starting point, different types of property. 
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As we saw, there is a different community associated with each of the commons… these communities, as they engage in commoning, are in fact engaged in a continuous political process… a process that is characterised by conflictual relations, debates, points of tension… around access, use, benefit, care and responsibility of these properties. I don’t have time to go into a detailed analysis here. But I’d like to give you a few examples of how, in the process of commoning, these types of conflictual relations play out. 



Benoît Dorais. Bonjour ! Tel 
qu'écrit officiellement l'an 
dernier à Marcel Sévigny, 
qui m'écrivait au nom de La 
Pointe libertaire, le jardin 
sera remis à neuf aux frais 
de la Commission des 
services électriques de 
Montreal, l'instance qui a 
détruit le jardin, et le tout 
sera fait une fois les travaux 
de la CSEM terminés. Par 
ailleurs, j'ai même demandé 
à Marcel Sévigny les 
variétés de plante qui 
avaient été plantés au fil du 
temps par les citoyens, 
histoire de remettre le jardin 
en état au mieux. Je vous 
reviens avec le moment où 
ce sera fait avec plaisir.

2008 2017
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At the beginning, La Pointe libertaire organized a guerilla gardening event. In doing so, we began taking care of this unmanaged public property and, in doing so expanded access to it – we replaced the rag weed with bushes and plants… thereby expanding access to a healthy green space in a neighbourhood that is a well known for its heat island effect. We later decided to bring the borough authorities into the assemblage by asking them to take on official responsibility – to change the zoning to make it into a park – although we generally lack faith in public authorities, we felt that is was strategic to demand this in order to reduce the chances of the park being enclosed for the use of condos that were planned for the site.The public authorities did not want to be part of our assemblage. An article in a major newspaper on the subject refers directly to this request; the journalist writes that « Although the council generally appreciates it when citizens take action to beautify the city and even help them out sometimes, this act is frowned upon: “There is a lot of provocation going on here” says Claudette Lalonde, spokesperson for the municipal council. Under no circumstances will the City take on the care of this garden, she says. “We are ignoring them. We are letting them do their own thing and that’s it” she adds, noting that the borough does not “get involved in political controversy”Not only did the public authorities ignore us, but they also interfered with the commoning process. They wrote us an email asking us to remove the bushes and plants because the blue collar workers were scheduled to cut everything down, as they do every year. We refused, publicly, and they did not actually do it. So we continued, year after year, to organise gardening bees. Other unwanted actants entered the assemblage over the years though… some people stole bushes… others destroyed the picnic table… The commons-community strengthened the assemblage by installing a more robust table that was anchored in cement and an interpretation panel to explain that this was a self-managed initiatives, inviting neighbours to take care of the garden, not destroy it. The vandalism stopped.But last fall, we were confronted with an extremely powerful actant who entered the assemblage like an elephant in a crystal shop. The electrical commission completely destroyed the entire garden by putting heavy machinery and materials directly on the plants. I have put here the borough Mayor’s response to my post on Facebook about this. Again, we brought the Mayor into the assemblage. And this time, he has decided to contribute to the care – the garden will be completely redone by the electrical commission.And, in the meantime, the borough authorities have finally accepted to fulfil our demand. The zoning has been changed and the Jardin de la Liberté is now an official park.
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Anticolonial 
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Racist graffiti and anti-fa 
reaction
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The debates about use, benefit and care of the immense viaduct had been going on for decades… community organisations had been demanding authorisation from the Canadian National rail company to create a mural, to no avail.Ten year ago, la Pointe libertaire organised a first collective mural painting activity during a festive event organised by mainstream community organisations – we painted a trompe l’œil that gave the impression that the nearby bike path actually went through the viaduct to the other side… Even though we had not asked for permission, this first attempt was tolerated by the authorities.So after that, a couple of us decided to continue expanding the mural – the image on the top left is what we did – but the cops entered our assemblage in the making and arrested us – we were charged with mischief, for damages exceeding 5000$. I don’t have time to share the whole story, but suffice it to say that I negotiated with the CN the permission to create a mural on that viaduct – while at the same time preparing our self-defence for our trial – we managed to get the agreement signed just a couple of days prior to the trial date.  Let’s just say that when we arrived in the prosecutor’s office with this agreement in hand, they were quite surprised! They got the CN on the line and the charges were dropped. After this, the community taking care of this viaduct grew significantly.And debates about its use were ongoing. The most poignant moment was the day that racists entered the assemblage - the face of the black woman was repainted in white – clearly a racist act  - the community reacted quickly:  signs went up on telephone poles bearing messages of solidarity and denouncing racism – people join in to repair the mural that same evening – a spontaneous demo is organised – an anti-fa banner is dropped from the viaduct – and a whole slew of anti-facist graffiti also appeared.Through these acts, the commons-community was deciding that although anyone could access the mural, racists could not use it. At another time, someone entered the assemblage and crossed out the fleur de lys and clover patriotic symbols off the clothing of the dancers. Was this an anti-colonial graf? A graff against borders? The reaction of the commons-community was quite different this time. The graffiti remained for weeks. Debates ensued in the community about its meaning. Finally, the clothes were repainted, but the patriotic symbols not…
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Building 7 is a significantly more complex example. I can only give you a few snippets from the phase prior to us winning the building… to spark your interest. I’m writing an article and a book chapter now with all the nitty gritty.The squat: in 2007 the Autonomous social center begins a 2 year campaign to garner support in the neighbourhood and with social movements in Quebec for the reclaiming of an abandoned industrial building in the Point. In 2009, we squat an old candle factory that was destined to be torn down and transformed into a wall of condos. The squat only lasted 24 hours. Cops with snipers evicted us. But we still managed to expand access to this private space to all and we began taking care of it and negotiating its use. We cleaned up, set-up a kitchen, compost toilets, a dorm and a stage. Today there are condos there, but also a public park that was named after a local feminist union organizer, Madelaine Parent. B7 campaign: We then got involved with the Collectif 7 to save Building 7 from demolition and after a 10 year campaign managed to expropriate the Building from the capitalist developer. One of the social center’s main contributions to this battle was to organise mini-squats on the Building 7 lot: sugaring off, a BBQ, a public market, an outdoor film screening, to name but a few. This was again, expanding access to this vacant but enclosed lot. We negotiated its use and took care of it. As we took care of this commons-in-the-making, we were, at the same time, building power. We were expanding the community, bringing more neighbours and activists into the assemblage, as they began to feel at home on the site…I have a quick anecdote to share about the shifting relations within the assemblage:Throughout the 10 year battle, there was constant struggle-negotiation with the Mayor and the borough council… after the first mini-squat on the building site, the councillors, following the Mayor’s request, granted a permit to the ASC for occupation of space at B7… without us ever having asked for it!  Here is quote from a book we wrote on this battle: “In a conversation with the Mayor, an ASC spokesperson said they did not want a permit. The Mayor retorted that he is aware of the ideology of the centre and that he even told the police chief that “it is not in their habits to ask for a permit, especially when, according to them, the property belongs to them”… After this, we were never bothered again by the cops when we organised activities on the site.



Power & assemblage
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To conclude then, I’d like to bring us back to assemblage and power. I understand power to be the consequence of an intense activity of enrolling, convincing and enlisting commoners into durable assemblages . I use assemblage here as a way to talk about how those processes are made durable as “things” through associations of commoners or, in other words, human and non-human actantsIn the case of a commons-community then, power is built as actants, or commoners, enact practices of negotiation-struggle and in doing so, articulate the assemblage. I have shown that three different commons-communities have taken responsibility for different types of properties and in doing so, have transformed them into a beautiful garden, a vibrant fresco and factory-of-collective-autonomy. As we have seen, by intentionally enrolling durable actants into the assemblages, the commons-communities have harnessed and expanded power. However, in doing so, they have also created boundaries around themselves, or, in other words, have excluded certain assemblages from the commons-community. Commonning, in this sense, is never neutral. It is always about power.
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